While striving to allow opportunity for choice and to ensure safety, Our priority is that students & staff will dress for success.

In matters of opinion, the judgment of administration will prevail.
(zero holes/tears/slits in clothing - material must be 100% intact for all clothing at all times)

Students not dressed for success will be required to change; alternative clothing will be offered and/or parents will be contacted to bring appropriate attire to school.

**Shirts**
- Collared Shirts (full waist length)
- Dress Shirts with sleeves (full waist length)
- T-shirts - model positive messages and neutral logos (full waist length)

**Athletes & Performing Arts - game or performance day business attire only**

**Pants**
- Jeans or Khaki pants
  - pants worn at waist with belt (as needed)
  - underclothing covered at all times
  - ZERO Holes, Rips or Tears

**Outerwear**
- All coats and jackets
  - removed upon entering the building
  - stowed in locker/backpack before first period for the remainder of the school day
- Sweatshirts - positive messages and neutral logos (full waist length)
  - crewnecks - (full waist length)
  - hoodies - are NOT allowed (security measure)

**Headwear**
- All headwear
  - removed upon entering the building
  - stowed in locker/backpack before first period for the remainder of the school day

**Footwear**
- All shoes must be closed toed & designed for school safety (options are: athletic shoes, dress shoes, and boots)

Questions regarding dressing for success policy can be addressed by administration.